ISSUE BRIEFINGS
Monthly Conference Calls on Critical Global Events and Trends
Over the past seven years, Ergo has conducted more than 400 projects in over 90 countries. In the course of our work, we
collect and analyze a tremendous amount of valuable intelligence on the most important global issues affecting businesses
today. We share many of these insights in our Issue Briefings conference call series, enabling clients to profit from Ergo’s rich
institutional knowledge base, which is expanding and deepening by the minute.
ISSUE BRIEFINGS

Ergo goes beyond the headlines of the major events and trends in emerging and frontier markets and explores the issues that
are underreported in the mainstream media. Our Issue Briefings cover a wide range of sectors and geographies, such as:

The political crisis in Iraq
following the withdrawal of
U.S. troops
The future of Egypt’s political
and economic landscape
post-Mubarak
The growth of China’s
retail market and the
rise of the middle
class

Political shifts in
Nigeria and impact on
the oil sector
Impact of the new
U.S.-Colombia free
trade agreement

Ergo

Scenarios of potential
conflict between Iran
and Israel
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Brazilian infrastructure
development and
economic growth

Fissures and competing
agendas among Iran’s senior
leadership

These calls are conducted by Ergo personnel who cover the issue, our trusted frontline experts, or both. Backgrounds include:
•
•
•
•
•

One of the CIA’s senior Iran analysts until 2011
A Chinese business executive and advisor to prominent political figures
A Baghdad-based advisor to Iraqi politicians and businesses
The CIA’s former head of Transnational Issues and Chief Strategy Officer
A former White House National Security Council official and UN diplomat

A subscription to Ergo’s Issue Briefings conference call series includes:
1
2
3
4
5

A monthly hour-long conference call with Q&A
A written synopsis of the call
A recording off the call
Subsequent access to the call leader for private conversation
Access to archive of recordings and synopses of previous calls

Clients will have access to these products and services as part of a 12-month subscription. Conference calls are held monthly.
For additional information or to purchase a subscription, please contact us at IssueBriefings@ergo.net or +1 212 421 4035.

